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ell, it’s a funny old world. 
Here we are with CD 
allegedly dead in the 
water and one of the 

And, as for the brand that’s making 

P

PRODUCT:
Audiolab 8200CD
ORIGIN: UK/China
TYPE: CD player/
DAC
WEIGHT:
5kg
DIMENSIONS:
445x80x305mm
FEATURES:

DISTRIBUTOR:

Group
TELEPHONE:

As Richard Black discovers, Audiolab’s new 
CD player ups the ante with a host of 
technological innovations

two things: funky new design 

are some unusual features 

digital filters. 

before, but not often in quite this 

Boutique design
As for internal design and 

mention that the designer of this CD 

was a bit of a cult figure in the late 

earliest DACs with selectable filters, 

ON THE FACE

catching about a 
CD player? Basically, 
funky new design and 
internal technology.”

TALKING
POINT

plugging in a whole filter module.

easier to design filters in software 

case, four filters are on offer, with 

filter used in most players since the 

Talking Point

best fine detail and tonality and we 

largely meaningless, though if you 

details from ESS, you’ll find that 

going to get bogged down in a sea 

Get the power

something to behold, for a start. 

attenuation’ require slight 
qualification, but it’s clear that the 
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HIDDEN TECH CONNECTIONS
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LIKE: Excellent detail, 
neutrality and 
communication

DISLIKE: No SACD 
support; slightly 
unprepossessing display 

WE SAY: One of the:
finest CD players 
at £700 it’s simply 
a steal

OUR VERDICT

OVERALL

1 Balanced and
unbalanced outputs 42 53

PERHAPS THE MOST

bigger and more 

   The Cambridge

RESULTS AT A GLANCE
Excellent

Poor

Average

Above
average

Below
average

THD+N:
Falls within 
expectations at 
0.003% at 0dBFS. 
One of CD’s design 
pitfalls is it increases 
distortion at low 
level output  

FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE:
Was relatively flat 

found a gradual 

CROSSTATT LAA KLL :KK

separation
was excellent  
for a £700
CD player

DYNANN MIC AA
RARR NGE:AA

CD’s theoretical 
limit, but still 
a very good 
dynamic range 
measurement 

AUDIO JITTER:AA

Great results 
from a CD 
player 
at this 
price point  

TECH LABS
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HOW IT
COMPARES

Surely that DAC isn’t actually 

GF: The conversion indeed runs at 

over 84 million times per second,

with a total of 512 individual binary 

elements per channel switched 

every 12 nanoseconds. To provide 

some perspective, think of SACD’s 

native DSD format – there is but one

element per channel switched every 

354 nanoseconds! Each modulator 

The ESS Saber32 combines many 

refreshing ideas, with a unique ASRC,

Hyperstream Modulator architecture 

and Multi Array DAC. It greatest 

advantage is its design flexibility, the 

more care spent on the surrounding 

circuit design, the greater the reward in 

sound quality.

It allows us to suit different listeners’ 

subjective preferences with a push of 

a button. The different featured filters 

provide a radically different take on the 

subject of oversampling filters..

The future 8200CDQ will combine 

the features of  the 8200CD, but

analogue inputs, preamp and Class 

A headphone output. There’s also a 

8200DQ to come later, but without the 

CD section, so a DAC with preamplifier.

While DSD offers tangible advantages 

over PCM Audio, it has not been a

universal success. Adding SACD 

would have added significantly to the

cost and complexity of the design. 

higher resolution support.

WE SPOKE WITH JOHN WESTLAKE, 
AUDIOLAB’S DESIGNER, ABOUT 
THE 8200CD

Q&A...
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5 ESS Sabre DAC
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rendered harmless.

assembled and finished and it’s also 

Sounds like....

translate into better sound, but it’s 
always intriguing to see what the 

sound like. 

of the first bits of review equipment 

first disinclined to be too gushing in 
our notes on the new Audiolab, but 

we began to see some reasons why 

imagination, though, was the sheer 
togetherness of the sound. More 
than anything, that seems to be the 

busy, or detail may suffer at times 

In this case, by contrast, the firm 
bass just seems to get even firmer 

with an unusually high degree of 

We’re not saying that the 

ahead of the rest of the world. 

it in any and all areas, but it rather 

 on Harmonia Thrilled to bits

enjoying, however fine its measured 

teensy bit dissatisfied with things as 
they stand – and we all know where 
that road leads. 

No doubt there will be some who

want to say in the demo room, 
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